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Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics 
(CCBHC)
• Created by 2014 Excellence in Mental Health Act

• “One stop shop” community-based integrated mental and 
chemical health services for children and adults, especially 
designed for people with complex needs

• Advances the integration of mental/chemical health with 
physical health

• Works from a culturally informed, trauma-informed, person-
centered lens “beyond the four walls”

• Minnesota was one of eight original demonstration states; there 
were six original first implementer clinics in Minnesota; now 
there are eight, with more in line!
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National 
CCBHC 
Logic 
Model 
(Rand)
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Clinic-Led Quality
Measures (MN)

• CCBHCs are responsible for 
collecting and reporting 9 
federally required Clinic-led 
quality measures.

• Calculated by CCBHC and 
reported to DHS.

• DHS submits data from 
CCBHCs to SAMHSA.
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https://mn.gov/dhs/assets/evaluation-manual-v3_tcm1053-415508.pdf
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State-led Quality 
Measures (MN)
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Quality Bonus Measures (MN)
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Role of Psychiatry
• Every CCBHC must have a medical director who can help 

develop and oversee clinical care from a holistic integrated lens.

• This is a team approach designed for every member of the team 
to work to the top of their skillset.  

• Because of their expertise, prescribers are especially suited to 
lead the development of integrated assessment, treatment, care 
coordination, clinical care pathways, and whole-person health.  
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How We can Leverage Prescribers’ 
Expertise
Develop/review policies and 
protocols

Quality improvement

Best practice strategies

Training/staff development

Addressing whole-person health

Monitoring/managing chronic 
illnesses

Medication Assisted Treatment

Addictions medicine

Population health lens

Behavioral health/biological 
health intersections

Physical health expertise (for 
many clients, we are their 
primary care)
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from the National Council for Mental Wellbeing’s 

Strategies for Leveraging your Medical Director as a CCBHC  
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Discussion
• Questions/comments for me?

• Where do you see a role for psychiatrists given the model I’ve 
described?

• What is most exciting about this to you?

• What feels most daunting, or what do you have reservations 
about?
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